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pythagoras: solving triangles - the maths zone - • to develop relationships between the squares of sides
a triangle and the size of its angles. 2 •pythagoras theorem calculations to be able to calculate the third side
of a circles: circumference and area lesson plans - the maths zone - students work in pairs. draw round
an object on the graph paper. accurately count the squares from the centre to the outside (the radius) and the
number of squares notes and guidance 3 - whiterosemaths - welcome to the white rose maths’ new, more
detailed schemes of learning for 2018-19. we have listened to all the feedback over the last 2 years notes
and guidance yearly overview spring blocks - welcome to the white rose maths’ new, more detailed
schemes of learning for 2018-19. we have listened to all the feedback over the last 2 years discussion guide
- diary of a wimpy kid - 1. (page 2) ‘gregory! tell us about your childhood!’ greg imagines that his journal will
be useful when he is rich and famous and everyone wants to know all about him. forum 3.3 1. grammar
school to high school a. terry mccroakam - forum 3.3 1. grammar school to high school a. terry
mccroakam the change from hgs to hhs ie. from 11-18 grammar school to 13-18 comprehensive was the brain
child of politicians.
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